
Reviews for CHARLIE AND FELICITY GO WILD
by David Driscoll

1. This book, “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” is really enjoyable to read! I have younger 
cousins and nephews that enjoy reading books, like this one, especially if
there are pictures in it. Our favorite part was seeing the animals in the river, especially the
hippo. We just wished it was bigger! A suitable book for children ages 0 to 6 years old. 
Lots of fun! (5 stars) Jenna Brewster – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie 
Book Reviewers

2. I was so immersed in this wonderful, fun book and impressed with the level of creativity 
that David Driscoll puts into “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild”. I loved the characters and 
the energy the author uses. I know the ending wraps up nicely, but I hope that Charlie and
Felicity have more fun adventures. Can’t wait! Recommend for young/early readers, but 
adults will enjoy it as well. (4-5 stars) Carla Biggins – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & 
Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

3. David Driscoll has his own unique voice and writing style that makes his books feel fresh
and exciting. I definitely enjoyed the strong world-building and creativity here in 
“Charlie and Felicity go Wild”. The story flows from scene to scene effortlessly, and the 
author shows exceptional ability when it comes to storytelling. Mr. Driscoll has the 
ability to entice the reader into this adventurous and intriguing world  with Charlie and 
Felicity and the animals and the mushroom, and must receive nothing less than a 5 Stars 
from me. (5 stars) Brenda Maxwell – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book 
Reviewers

4. I was pulled into this fantastical world from the start and thought that Charlie and Felicity
were such fun characters to go through these adventures with, and the rest of the wild 
animals in the river were great too. I also liked that it was like a fantasy, but sort of felt 
real at the same time – had an almost “Alice in Wonderland” vibe, especially with the 
mushrooms. Happy the ending was good and it really is a fun, action filled alternative-
reality story appropriate for all ages. (4 stars) Steph Coleman – Goodreads; Shelfari; 
Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers



5. I feel Mr. Driscoll did an amazing job of bringing in a fresh voice and making this lovely 
children’s story wholly his own, and giving it a unique feel. I didn’t feel like I’ve read 
this million times before, which is a miracle. A few things, though, I wondered what the 
overall message was supposed to be, as usually books like this impart some sort of lesson
or theme – and I really couldn’t figure out what it would be. And I personally thought the 
pictures were weird… the animals were great, but Charlie and Felicity look very odd to 
me. For the most part the editing was great. Overall and engrossing read that is best 
suited for 3-6 age group. (3 stars) Nicole Hastings – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & 
Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

6. “Charlie and Felicity go Wild” is  one of the most imaginative and charming novels I’ve 
read in a long time! I was completely drawn in from the beginning pages, and absolutely 
loved the David Driscoll’s description of the different scenery and locales, and the 
matching drawings and their attention to character detail. There was little to no lull in the 
action… we would like to read more from David Driscoll. Hopefully there will be more 
books in this series. Would love to keep reading them!  He has a natural gift for creating a
powerful, well-thought out story and developing positive, memorable characters. (4-5 
stars) Jhonni Parker– Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

7. David Driscoll is a gifted, natural writer of children’s books… fun, engaging characters, 
fun plots, and great pictures… and I didn’t notice any editing mistakes which is really 
rare!! I was engaged from the opening to the fulfilling finish, but I did think it could have
used a bit more higher stakes and obstacles to overcome as we never really felt like there 
was any tension to resolve. Otherwise the narrative was great, especially for the intended 
age group. Hope to read more from Mr. Driscoll soon. (4 stars) Darla Ortiz– Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

8. Mr. Driscoll has such an animated writing style that’s almost addictive and it sucks you 
into this “magical world” while even though is clearly ‘made up’ has realistic elements 
that makes it more believable. A fun journey down the river, complete with snakes, 
elephants, and mushrooms to bounce around on. Younger readers would enjoy this one 
very much. (4 stars) Layla Messing – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book 
Reviewers

9. First, I have to say that I don’t normally read Children’s Books, but I was looking for 
something a little different and this looked fun and cute. The child in me wanted to see 
what the adventures were about! This was a such a cute and lively book that totally 
exceeded my expectations… I think that most kids that age will be able to relate well to 
Charlie and Felicity and participate in the fun canoe ride with them. It’s fun going with 
them as they meet the animals, and I hope to see more books like this from the author. 
Oh, and I loved the pics! (4 stars) Megan King – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; 
Indie Book Reviewers



10. “Charlie and Felicity Go wild” by David Driscoll has all the elements one could hope for 
from a fun children’s fantasy adventure. Although it is about two youngsters named 
Charlie and Felicity, adults will certainly enjoy reading it as well to their children. It has 
lots of interesting animals that kids go “wild” for – such as a snake, a hippo, a croc, and 
some elephants.  The writing was strong and had very few errors from what I could tell. 
An enjoyable read that I would recommend to fans of young-readers’ adventure books 
without hesitation. (4 stars) Laura Clarke – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie 
Book Reviewers

11. “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” was the second book I’ve read by David Driscoll, and I 
enjoyed it as much as I did the first, “The Discovery of Duck Nation” (check it out – you 
will love it!) From the opening pages I was drawn into this bright, lively tale, and I 
enjoyed the characters and their fun water journey. My 5-year-old was thoroughly 
engaged from the opening pages and his interest never faded until the closing lines. What 
I liked most about this book was that the story was constantly moving forward, never 
dwelling on something too long or rehashing backstory (a common mistake authors 
make, I have found). Instead we are swept up in this fantastical adventure and carried 
along for a magnificent ride down the river. I was almost sad when it was over and 
hopefully we haven’t seen the last of these wonderful characters! A great book for ages 3 
on up. (5 stars) Gillian Hancock – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book 
Reviewers

12. First I have to say that I adored Charlie and Felicity and the animals, ad liked the quirky 
drawings that had so much personality.. I loved that no one ever felt really cliché or 
stereotypical, and that each one had qualities that made them unique. What I didn’t like 
so much was that I didn’t feel like there was much character development or real struggle
of conflict…there was just a certain amount of tension I thought was lacking. And I 
thought the ending was a bit abrupt. But Overall I did like reading it and I give this book 
a solid 4 stars, as I did really enjoy it and think others will too. Recommended for young 
readers of fantasy adventure (4 stars) Eliza Brown – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & 
Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

13. “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” – by David Driscoll is such an utterly charming story, one
which I would have no hesitation having my children read. It is a “clean” fantasy suitable
for all ages, but it is definitely geared toward the younger crowd. A well-written and 
tightly knit plot will appeal to all readers, not just the young ones. It has a solid universal 
message that everyone can understand and appreciate, great writing and fun pictures. 
Highly recommend (5 stars) Marcella Gonzales– Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; 
Indie Book Reviewers



14. I will give this book 5 stars! It is a clever tale you just want to dive into and have fun in, 
and I finished it very quickly. David Driscoll has perfected the delicate balance of 
creating an imaginative and complex world that isn’t confusing or frustrating for young 
readers … but is just complex enough to keep us totally hooked! like that he doesn’t 
dumb it down for his younger audiences. Great, clear sentences and easy to follow plot, 
brought to life with great illistrations. Recommend.  (5 stars) Sherri Warner – 
Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

15.Just finished “Charlie and Felicity go Wild” and my daughter and I loved it! The pacing 
was perfect, the editing nearly flawless, and I think some of the characters were the most 
interesting and creative I’ve seen. Hope these books by David Driscoll will be a series but
it was hard to tell. I really think this one will have great appeal for a wide audience, 
young and old alike. Universal themes, strong, descriptive writing and a colorful cast of 
characters makes this a book not to be missed. (4-5 stars) Essie Harmon – Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewer

16. What a beautiful and engaging story! The way that David Driscoll writes it just reaches 
out and grabs you and doesn’t let go from start to finish. I enjoyed all the characters and 
scenes perfectly and loved every page. Highly recommend to anyone who likes a good, 
original action/fantasy story! Ages 2 and up.  (4 stars). Tabitha Parks – Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

17. This book was so much fun! I’m so impressed with this cute story and how the author 
had such vivid descriptions and an original plot. I admit at first I was confused as to what 
was going on…thought was a bit weird that Charlie’s pants would fall down and then he 
meets a girl (not sure what falling pants added to the story) But the characters were a lot 
of fun and original, and once I really got into it I couldn’t put it down! Definitely 
recommend, and enjoyed the fun chemistry between the two as they met and played with 
the wild water animals on the river. (3-4 stars) Nicola Flood– Goodreads; Shelfari; 
Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

18. As soon as I was done with “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” by David Driscoll I 
immediately gave it to my 6 year old daughter to read, and she read it in one sitting. We 
both thought it was great, and my daughter was a little disappointed that there isn’t 
another book in the series with Charlie and Felicity. Hopefully soon? Great imagination 
and really enjoyed the wonderful pictures as well. A memorable read and a keeper for 
sure. Recommend. (4-5 stars) Darlene Cupp– Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; 
Indie Book Reviewers



19. Fully imagined and realized, ‘Charlie and Felicity” by David Driscoll is an adventurous 
romp with animals and friendship. What more could you want? I was riveted to this book 
the whole way through and genuinely enjoy the author’s descriptive narrative style and 
way of doing snappy, fast-paced dialogue and prose that sounds genuine and authentic for
the age range. These things really can’t be taught, in my opinion. Enough twists to stay 
unpredictable, and a heartwarming ending to make it all worth it. Great book! (4 stars) 
Anabella Johnson – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

20. David Driscoll has a new fan in me! I admit I went into this totally blind… I didn’t read 
the description or anything… and I kept thinking to myself “whoa, this is really cute… 
these drawings are great…this is so clever and fun!” Reading it made me feel like a kid 
again… then I was so lost in the story I didn’t want it to end. I haven’t connected with 
‘younger’ characters like this since…. I don’t know when. Generally I read books more 
geared for adults. But this one just tickled my imagination and didn’t want to let go. A 
genuine treat. Will be looking for more from Mr. Driscoll. (4 stars) Kaylee Stevens– 
Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

21. This is a charming book that captured my attention from the beginning, pulled me in, and 
never once let go. The narrative was riveting, imaginative, and flowed smoothly from one
to the next… never a “dull part” where you get bored or want to skip ahead… you really 
just want to keep going. The scenes were unpredictable, and I liked that it wasn’t obvious
where the story was headed. But in a way it seemed also to not have a specific focus or 
goal, either… things just sort of “happen” without real conflict or barrier. Would have 
like to see that more. But still an enjoyable read. (4 stars) Claire Middleton– Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

22. I really liked “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” by author David Driscoll. I thought it was 
excellently written and edited. It did keep me engaged, and I liked the shorter length… 
short enough to read a few in a sitting, but not to short that you don’t feel like you 
experienced anything…I like Mr. Driscoll’s writing style very much, and found myself 
completely lost in his unique worlds and characters. I was almost disappointed when I 
was finished because I would love to read more. (4 stars) Stacy Decker – Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

23. So children’s picture books are not my usual fare, but every once in a while I check them 
out and see what the kiddo’s are reading these days. I liked the characters and the artists’ 
depiction of them in the illustrations. Liked how things go “wild” from encountering 
snakes and crocs and playing with elephants to bouncing on huge wild mushrooms… and
eating it all! A delightful time for sure, one the children will certainly enjoy. (4-5 stars) 
Karen Matthews – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers



24. I have somewhat mixed feelings on “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” by David Driscoll. 
On one hand it is brilliantly written with some of the most interesting and compelling 
characters/scenes I’ve read in a long time, and I liked how each of them had their own 
personality. But on the other, at times I felt almost like there was a lack of focus or central
theme. But it is a memorable read with some lovely image-provoking writing, and I can 
see people liking it! (4 stars) Sam Ryan – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie 
Book Reviewers

25. Exactly what we were expecting from this type of book. :) Fun for the whole family! 
Good book. My daughter enjoys! Her favorite part was the bouncing mushrooms and the 
elephants. We’ve already read it several times and I expect to be reading it more again. 
Also liked the other book by this author, “The Discovery of Duck Nation”. Keep it up, 
Mr. Driscoll! (5 stars) April Dawn – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book 
Reviewers

26. “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” is about an assortment of animals and fun leads which is 
suitable for children aged 0 - 6. I like the fact that it includes several types of water 
animals- a hippo, a crocodile, an elephant, a snake… It will hold the attention of your 
little one and the drawings are large and colorful. It also has a fun adventure-type plot 
which is a welcome addition for a book for children. (4 stars) J.T. Thomas – Goodreads; 
Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

27. “Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” by David Driscoll is an absolute precious and adorable 
book about animals which holds a young child's interest Perfect length - this book is not 
too long, not too short, and the length is just about perfect for a book for young children 
Great for toddlers and preschoolers - I think this book is best suited for the 2-7 age group,
and both toddlers and preschoolers really seem to love this book. (5 stars) Cale Owens – 
Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

28. Adorable illustrations - each scene is given adorable illustrations that make the book so 
much more fun to read. Some parts seemed a bit odd and didn’t know if necessarily 
needed or helpful to the plot (Charlie getting jealous when Felicity plays with the 
elephants, his pants keep falling off) but at the end of the day, this is a cute little book, a 
fast read, and toddlers and preschoolers will love it. It makes an excellent addition to 
animal themed curriculum as well. (4 stars) Cody Brighton– Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes
& Noble; Indie Book Reviewers



29. Great book, lots of fun! We really liked how colorful the pictures are on each page. Many
ebooks don't have an abundance of picture, so I was very happy this one did. The animals
are fun and simple for the age of the child this book is intended for. I love reading books 
like this with my son. This is a nice length e-book and it makes a perfect bedtime story. It 
engages my son and he has truly enjoyed it each and every time! I recommend it as I'm 
sure any young child would enjoy this book! (5 stars) Jean Oliver – Goodreads; Shelfari;
Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers

30.“Charlie and Felicity Go Wild” by David Driscoll is the perfect early readers’ book. My 
twins are four years old and they really loved this book. Their favorite part was all the 
animals. They loved seeing all the pictures of the animals and they liked the pictures. 
They also liked the end with they are bouncing on the giant mushrooms, but the animals 
was by far their favorite. Will be re-reading again, I am sure! Recommend for ages 2-7. 
(4-5 stars). Max Gilbert – Goodreads; Shelfari; Barnes & Noble; Indie Book Reviewers


